
The transformation of the Internet
towards the Web 2.0 and its
proliferation has opened new

avenues for its use in the education sector.
Expansion and development of the
broadband services coupled with better
and improved infra-structure besides ever
increasing content development, have
created a nexus in which the benefits of
streaming audio and video are increasingly
being realised. The tide may be turning in
favour of developing countries, where an
increasing amount of content is being
produced and consumed that is different
from the traditional media.

As with other Internet technologies that
transcend national boundaries, webcasting
provides opportunities to receive content
ranging from sports to entertainment and
education, at the click of a button. Internet
users are also offered greater choice in what
they view and listen. An Internet user in the
United States may view or listen to
streaming content produced in another
part of the world. Similarly, students in a
school in Kenya with access to the Internet
may listen to video lectures produced in the
United Kingdom. Scientific conferences
today are increasingly being webcast to
allow those without the means and the

ability to physically attend, benefit from
experiencing the event.

Webcasting offers great potential in the
field of distance learning. It serves as a cost-
effective and efficient mechanism to deliver
lectures on a global scale.  It also allows for
harnessing multiple intelligences for the
benefit of a wider audience.

What is webcasting?
Webcasting may simply be defined as the

dissemination of recorded or live content
over the Internet. Schneider (2001)
describes webcasting as follows:

Webcasting can mean a lot of things, but
if you can produce sound or video over the
Web and make it available as a live, real-
time recording or provide it for download
later, it's a Webcast. The difference is
whether you experience the Webcast while
it's happening or whether you are able to
download it later (p. 94).

According to Lin (2004), Webcasting
technology represents an amalgamation of
audiovisual communication technology
online, one that is as fluid as it is rich in the
communicative meanings. Fundamentally,
webcasting technology has reinvented the
conventional broadcasting platform and
places it in a different technical venue. This
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dynamic new technical venue has
essentially liberated the rigid technical,
social, political, and economic constraints
associated with the infrastructure for
launching a traditional broadcasting
operation.

It is worth noting that Webcasts may
usually be live presentations but real-time
interaction is not “critical” to the definition
of a Webcast (Bell, 2002). Mostly recorded as
compared to live programs or lectures are
convenient for users who take advantage of
webcasting. 

When live webcasting takes place,
students are able to ask
questions and receive answers
immediately even though they
are at a distance. In other
words, distance learning is
greatly facilitated. In addition
to the possible interactivity, the
instructor can receive feedback
and participation from
students. This may be a bit
problematic if the number of
learners exceed a certain limit when it
becomes difficult to answer everyone in the
webcast. Nevertheless, learners can access
recorded webcasts and engage in a process
of feedback and review through discussion
forums and chats with other learners. Other
web technologies can be complemented
with webcasts to create a useful learning
environment. Recorded webcasts also give
users an opportunity to watch the content at
a later convenient time.

In the United States, major broadcast
networks have been increasingly streaming
their programs such as, news, and sports
online (Ha & Ganahl, 2007). In the field of
education, webcasting can provide benefi-
cial features for learners. These are
discussed in the following section. 

Webcasting – Application 
in education

Transmitting video and audio streams

over the Internet allows events such as
lectures, seminars, and webinars, to
become available to users in remote
locations. There is immense potential for its
use in education such as to facilitate guest
lectures, classroom webcasting, library
applications, training, decreased travel time
and cost saving. 

Though Webcasting is a powerful tool, its
integration into formal (or informal)
educational practice is not straightforward.
It requires paying attention to all aspects of
teaching, such as the pedagogical approach
being used, the content to be covered and

the overall learning context.
This is consistent with the
Technological Pedagogical
Content Knowledge (TPACK)
Framework, an approach that
has received significant
research attention lately
(Koehler & Mishra, 2008;
Mishra & Koehler, 2006; TPACK
wiki, 2009). With this in mind,
we list a few examples below of

how Webcasting can be used in the formal
(or informal) educational process. 

Guest lectures
Guest lectures serve as an important

tool to give students an enhanced learning
experience by combining academic theory
with real world experiences. Experts from
the industry can be invited in the
academia to speak about their experiences
that make learning more enriching for
students. This is relatively easier in cities
where businesses are located close to the
educational setting. However, this can be
difficult where educational institutions are
located far from cities and
industrial/business establishments.
Webcasting can play an important role
here by making guest lectures possible
from across a distance. Subject specialists
and experts can be easily accessible
through this online technology. 

Transmitting
video and audio

streams over the
Internet allows
events such as

lectures, seminars,
and webinars, to

become available to
users in remote

locations
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Classrooms webcasting
Technology is already changing the

traditional classroom environment. Where
facilities are available, multimedia
presentations are making learning more
interesting. Some classrooms may use other
technological tools such as videos.
Webcasting shares some characteristics
with the technological tools just mentioned.
Besides guest lectures in a classroom,
students may be given access to webcasts to
complement the study material. Using
webcasting, the instructor
can also deliver important
study material at will without
being bound by time.
Moreover, webcasts can serve
as an important motivator for
learning amongst students.

Students can also become
creators of webcasts. This is a
powerful tool that allows
students to become
responsible for their own
learning and to contribute in
authentic ways to knowledge
on a global scale. 

It is pertinent to mention here that
technological inculcation in the classroom
can have issues in developing countries
where occasional breakdowns can diminish
full utilisation of such useful tools. Server
errors, on which instructors may have no
control, can become a problem. Webcasting
can also suffer due to unreliable internet
connections and power failures.
Nevertheless, advanced preparation and
careful planning can still allow for the use of
such a useful resource such as webcasting
in classrooms. 

Staff development and library
applications

Quality lectures and talks can be made
available to staff in educational institutions
to better manage resources such as in a
library. Besides enhancing personal

development, webcasts can also prove
beneficial for groups of learners allowing
staff and faculty to learn about new services
and technologies. Besides staff and
development of the library capacity, faculty
members can also learn from webcasts to
update their skills and knowledge base in
an ever-advancing world. 

Decreased travel and cost saving
Webcasting can especially prove useful

for delivering educational content in rural
areas. Even with slow Internet
connections, at least audio
webcasts can benefit students
who are at the other side of the
digital divide. Not only would
this save costs but also enable
dissemination of lectures from
universities or educational
institutions in city centres to
rural towns. A one-time
investment in a computer,
video camera and audio
equipment besides an Internet
connection can change how
learning takes place.

Increasingly conferences and meetings
are being Webcast – which means that one
can learn about the cutting-edge work in a
field without necessarily having to travel to
a conference or a meeting. This allows
learners to engage with the latest work in a
domain – something that could be
extremely difficult to achieve otherwise. 

Webcasting how?
The technology needed to view a

webcast is not very sophisticated. To
produce a Webcast, the following resources
are needed: A camera (for video),
microphone, a personal computer or a
laptop, a media software, and Internet
access (Ghalili, Lynne, & Rodney, 2004). 

The development of webcasting has
primarily been shaped by the development
of the broadband communications.

Students can
also become

creators of webcasts.
This is a powerful

tool that
allows students to

become responsible
for their own

learning and to
contribute in

authentic ways to
knowledge on a

global scale
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Advancements in telecommunications infrastructure provided an impetus for production
and dissemination of audio and video content in particular. Due to greater Internet speed
or bandwidth, the quality of a webcast became comparable to television.

Streaming media is the software that enables Webcasting (Bell, 2003). This software
transmits video and audio from a server to a media player on a personal computer. Upon
request by the user, a stream of digitised data is sent over a medium such as the Internet,
thus enabling a webcast. Anyone with a basic know-how of computers can webcast. Most
importantly, better bandwidth will allow webcasts to flourish and become available to
more people on a global scale. 

Webcasting resources & future possibilities
Various search engines can be utilised to search for webcasts. Leading providers of

webcasts are some academically oriented organisations such as HorizonLive,
LearningWeekLive,  CERN TechTalk Transcripts (audio webcasts), The Chronicle of Higher
Education, and Penn State University etc. (Bell, Discovering Cyber-Lectures, 2002).

As developing countries increasingly go online, the potential to enhance education for
millions is not a distant reality. Increased penetration of internet and broadband is set to
make global connections through technologies such as webcasting. The face of distance
education is also set to transform due to positive developments. 

Conclusion
Clearly Webcasting has much to offer the world of education. We must, however, be

careful as to how we use it. It may be tempting to use this technology by just placing
students in front of the computer, however there is enough evidence (with television and
film) to show that such passive learning approaches do not help advance student learning.
In no way should this new technology be seen as a replacement for the teacher. Clearly the
integration of Webcasting into the educational process requires a careful consideration of
the context, the content and the pedagogy (as described in the TPACK framework).
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